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1. Russia is the                             country in the world.

2. The       ___________             of Russia is about   
    148000000 people                      

3 Russia is the land of over 100      _____________

4. Fauna and animal life of Russia is  ___________

5.    ____________         Russia is situated in Europe 
and Asia   

Fill in the necessary word 

big
populate
national

vary

geography

biggest
    population 

 nationalities
  various

  Geographically

Russia is my country



1. Red Square has more historical associations                                __________                         

2.  There                       __________________________
are situated

3.  You can see                _______
 the Bell Tower of Ivan the Great, the Tsar Cannon and the Tsar bell.

4.  There is             ___ _______           beautiful palaces, old mansions, 
cathedrals, churches and monuments in Moscow.

5. There are       _____________ hundreds museums in Moscow

     Fill in necessary sentences

A. such wonderful places like 
B. the masterpieces of ancient Russian architecture 
C. a great number of
D. more than 
E. than any other place in Moscow

 than any other place in Moscow
 the masterpieces of ancient Russian architecture 

such wonderful places like 

    a great number of 

   more than              



1. When you are in Moscow for the first time you         
__________        to visit Red Square.

2. If you want to         ____     the history of Russia, visit 
the History museum, the Museum of Fine Arts, the Armed 
Forces museum.

3. If you are        _______                 there are a lot of 
theatres in Moscow too.

4. I   ___________  you to visit the Bolshoy Theatre, that 
is ____________ all over the world.

Fill in the necessary word 

famous 
learn

advise
need

a theatre-goer

 need
     learn 

  a theatre-goer

  advise
  famous



1. It’s necessary to        __________            a lot to know 
a foreign language well

2. I think the ________      way to learn the new words 
is to learn .__________                    dialogues and texts.                    

3. _______            it’s very important to learn grammar, 
vocabulary,     ___________.

4. It’s       ___________        to watch some 
______________     programmes on TV too.

Fill in the necessary word 

practice

easy
differ

certain
pronounce

use
educate

practise

easiest 
different

     Certainly
pronunciation

    useful

The English language is the language of the world

    educational



1. My little sister       __________               English for 5 
years already.

2. She         ________       her pronunciation.
3. She      ________          to be an interpreter.                                   
4.  She doesn’t want her parent to           ________                      

with her.
5.  At the same she      ___________    to practise her 

grammar drills as she thinks that it’s rather boring
6.  Not to be ___________           she doesn’t use idioms.            
7.  To have good intonation she         ___________ to BBC 

news every day.
8. She always    _______            down new words into her 

vocabulary.
8. She ____________    a new text now

Fill in the necessary word 

learn 
practise

want
disappointment

like
fashion
listen 
write

translate

has been learning

  practises
 wants 

   be disappointed
 doesn’t like

  old-fashioned
      listens

   writes

 is translating



1.   I began _________________ English when I was 8. 

2.  The most interesting, useful and _______________ 
were different games, that we played at our English 
lessons.
3.  I suppose _________       in English is useful, 

because while you are reading you can learn lots of new 
words and you can also learn how to construct the 
sentences ______________

4. ______                            are often difficult, but I find 
them important and very useful.

Fill in the necessary word 

correctly
amusing
reading

grammar drills
learning
attractive

learning

 amusing

   reading

  correctly
Grammar drills



1. I _________________shopping for food is 
boring.

2. ________     is that there are few good shows 
on television.

3. I __________ the climate is changing very 
quickly.

4. ___________      reading books is enjoyable.

5.  __________      all people should be friends.

6. ___________  is that pollution is one of the 
greatest problems nowadays.

7. ___________  translating from Russian into 
English is rather difficult.

      

Fill in the necessary words
Me and my world

Use  
other 

ways  of 
saying 

“I think”

feel

My opinion

 guess

In my opinion

   I’d say

    My view 

    I’m sure



1. They   ___________        over the Atlantic ocean at 4 o’clock tomorrow.
 a) will fly       b) will be flying   c) fly  d) will have flown   

2. I’m quite sure I ___                                 this summer.
 a) will be going       b) will have gone  c) am going   d) will go

3. He ________                            his exam in History by 2 o’clock tomorrow
a) will have passed       b) will be passing   c) will pass   d) passes
4. You   ________.      less difficulties if you work hard.
 a) will be having       b) will have   c) will have had   d) have
5. We are having a party on Sunday. ________ you come?
      a) will    b) do  c) have        d) are
6. What  ________                                         tonight? – I don’t know yet.
       a) are you doing           b) do you do                    c) will you do          d) you do

Choose the right word and put it into the gap
     will be flying

will go to America 

       will have passed

 will have 

  Will 

are you doing



1. Asimov  Isaak a Russian-born American author and 
professor of biochemistry was a __________

      successful writer best   ____________
      for his works of science fiction and science books.
2. Asimov’s most famous work is the ________   
Series; his other major series are the Galactic Empire 
series and the Robot series, both of which he later tied 
into the same ___________  universe.
3. Asimov was born in petrovichi in a __________        
family of millers. His family immigrated to the united 
states when he was 3 years old.
5. Asimov attended new York city public school and 
went to Columbia ____________, which he graduated 
from in 1939. 

Fill in the necessary words
Books Pleasure of reading 

high

know

found

fiction

jew
    university

highly
known

 foundation

 fictional
Jewish 

    university



1. Let me tell you a long  ___________   story
                                                  a) forgetting        b) forgotten

2. Go and catch the   _____________   star

                                                   a) falling        b) fallen

3. The two banks of the river are    ________     by a bridge
                                                   a) connected         b) connecting

4. I’d like to be an explorer     ________        new lands

                                                   a) discovered         b) discovering
5. ______   by Jane, the flowers looked much better. 
    
                                                   a) watering             b) watered

Choose the right word and put it into the gap
   forgotten

     falling

 connected 

discovering

Watered



Fill in articles where necessary
1. What   ___  awful disaster.

2. How big    ___  pile of books is!

3. . It is such   ___  striking story.

3.  It is such   ___   interesting book.

4. Our city is so  ___  prosperous
     
5. It is such   ___  striking story.

6. I have never seen such  ___  high hedges!

7. What   ___  smart little boy!

8 It is such _______ picturesque scenery!

√
the

a

an

√
a

√
a

√



1. The book   ___________   the history of Wales was very interesting.
 a) on       b) in   c) at   d) of   

2. I like to read articles _____________   Geography
 a) on       b) in   c) at   d) of

3. He passed his exam     ________        History yesterday
a) on       b) in   c) at   d) of
4. You can’t park here! Parking here is  ________.the law
 a) on       b) in   c) at   d) against
5. I ask you to act  ________   age.
      a) my    b) his  c) her        d) your
6. Judging ________ his words, this place is very prosperous
       a) by           b) in                    c) at           d) of

Choose the right word and put it into the gap
     on

     on

       in

 against 

  your

 by


